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Headteacher’s Update
Celebrating inclusive practice during the pandemic
The National SEND Awards 2021
On Wednesday 14th July, Nigel Green (Chair of Governors), Mrs Edmonds and myself attended the
virtual National SEND Awards, following Westlea being shortlisted. We were all absolutely overwhelmed to be named as the winning school in the category: ‘Most Inclusive Practice across a
School’. In September we will organise a whole school celebration in recognition of the award.
Roadmap and September
Although the legal restrictions will end on Monday 19th July, we will continue to follow the current arrangements until the end of
term. This means masks onsite, distancing and the one way system.
In preparation for September, the Senior Leadership Team have started to draft our own ‘Westlea roadmap’, to ensure a smooth
and safe transition out of lockdown for everyone in our school community. Once finalised, this plan will be shared with parents and
carers during the summer holiday period, so that you can begin to prepare your child for the changes ahead.
Transition Day
The school transition sessions took place on Thursday 15th July. All of the children spent time in their new
classes and meeting their new teachers. There was a lovely hum of activity across the school as everyone
settled into their new surroundings. It was good to see the children experiencing as many aspects as possible of the school day in preparation for September. Don’t forget to talk to your child’s current class teacher
if you have any concerns around transition.

Bluey for always smiling & being so
Ash Class kind to everyone.
Everleigh for trying really hard to
improve her beautiful writing.
Ava-Mai for excellent behaviour.

Elm Class Jesse for enthusiasm & his wonderful
imagination

Cherry
Class
Willow
Class

Daniyal for amazing resilience.
Josie for always trying so hard.
Louie for being a model student.
Ferne for a determined attitude.

Serenity for growing in confidence so
much. You are a behaviour role modSycamore el.
Tommy for being utterly wonderful.
Class
You are polite, caring, hard-working
and always make us smile.

Maple
Class

Shawn for always trying his best in everything.
Ianis for amazing improvement in work & attitude.

Rowan
Class

Julia for always working hard & consistently beautiful
presentation.
Siena for excellent effort & attitude in everything.

Pine
Class

Callum for excellent attitude & being such a pleasure in
class.
Emily Ma for being and absolute pleasure to teach.

Oak
Class

Janaya for always having a fantastic attitude.
Tommy for always working hard & supporting others.

Hazel
Class

Adrian B for excellent behaviour & always trying his best.
Isabelle L for being a wonderful member of the class.

Beech
Class

Isabelle H for being an amazing pupil & always rising to the
challenge.
Dexter for his progress, effort & attitude always being superb. Especially at PGL.

This week in Ash class, we have had lots of fun. We have been learning about protecting our seas
and the importance of throwing our rubbish away and not littering.
In Maths we enjoyed planning and building our own obstacle courses. We had to think about what
came first , then next and what it ended with.

This week in Elm class, we have been learning about saving the
oceans from plastic pollution and how to keep our environment
litter free. Map making has been our focus for maths and we
have had great fun drawing maps to match stories and designing
obstacle courses.

We had a lovely day at 'Westlea Beach' on
Wednesday and we certainly had the
weather for it. We had a water fight, and
even managed to have a summer disco on
the playground. The children were very
sensible and we are so proud of all of
them. We particularly enjoyed having a
visit from the ice cream van. It was a
great way to end our
wonderful time in
Year 1. Thank you so
much to all of the parents who contributed
to make this day so
fantastic!

What an absolutely amazing final wholeweek we have had in Willow Class! We
couldn't decide what our favourite things
have been this year, so we have made a
‘Wordle’ full of all our ideas! We have
worked SO incredibly hard this year, and
we are extremely proud of ourselves!

Can we find the clue in the poo?! This week, Sycamore Class have been writing reports all about how
we can identify animals by their poo plus we have
written explanation texts about our digestive system to answer the question - ‘How is poo made?’
We’ve also marvelled at Brunel’s invention, the SS
Great Britain and have been on a virtual tour of this
178 year old ship in Bristol! On Thursday, we tried a
range of different ingredients that you could find in
an African Stew, as we were catching up on the DT
lessons we missed because of lockdown! The children were all fantastic, trying vegetables they
weren't sure of - we all even had a little nibble on a
Parsely leaf! On Friday, we then used our peeling
and chopping skills to make an African Stew! We
are really proud of how hard we worked on our
delicious stews!

Maple class have had another busy week this
week - we have been finishing off sewing our
pencil cases and have completed another DT
project! Baking bread - the children had the
choice of adding any combination of up to
three of the following items - raisins, apple,
orange, cheese and chives and shaping the
bread however they wanted.
We have also been looking at nature poems
and will be writing our own about a wild British
animal.
We are very excited about our trip to Lydiard
Park on Monday and the
end of term on Tuesday.
Have a great summer everyone.

This week we have been really enjoying ourselves,
we finally wrote our legendary stories which were
exciting. In Maths we have been working on our
understanding of angles and identifying which
ones are right-angles, obtuse angles and acute
angles. We did find this a little bit tricky to start
with but by the end of the week it was really easy.

Year 6 children in Oak Class had an amazing
time at PGL this week. They were all well
behaved and made all of the adults very
proud. Many of us overcame personal fears
and achieved things we never imagined we
could. The children who stayed at school had
a great time designing their own private islands.

PGL was amazing and the children participated in many varied and challenging activities.
From Zip Wires to Raft Building through to
the Jacob's Ladder, the children pushed
themselves and exceeded their goals. To add
to this, the centre commented on how well
behaved the children from
Westlea were!

It’s been a lovely final full week together as a year
3 class. We’ve finished our Romans topic by discovering how the Romans lived and what ideas
they left behind that we still use today. We had
the best day on Wednesday when we baked
bread. We were able to use our new maths
learning to weigh and measure the right
amount of each ingredient, add in our own
extra ingredients (raisins, cheese or chocolate chips), shape our rolls and then taste
test them! They were delicious! I’m very
proud of how
hard Rowan
class have continued working this
week, even though
the summer holidays
are so very close!

We’ve had a great week in Hazel class. In
English, we were writing our ‘Dream Poems’
using relative clauses. Everyone did really
great and found it so interesting.
In History, we made posters of the Holocaust. What insightful artists we have here in
Hazel class!

In Other News….
Well done….
Well done to Bella, Taia & Freya who rescued a pigeon on the way
home from School this week. They even walked it to the vets to
make sure it got the help it needed.

Thank you to the WPSS for their
amazing generosity to the Year 6’s who are leaving
shortly. They have lots of surprises planned for
next week but here is a sneak preview of one of
their presents to the Children….

Disability Cup finals weekend BT sport
This weekend, BT Sport are showing live coverage of the Disability
Cup Final in Football. Also showing is; Power Chair Football, Blind
Football, CP Football and Amputee Football.
From September, once the restrictions have been lifted, I would like to encourage a
lot more awareness of disability sports. Also, the fact that able bodied people participate, so they can support their friends.

Here are some great snaps of Cherry class’ ‘Beach Day’

Wellbeing Support for Parents and Carers
From September, Mrs Lattimer (School Counsellor and a member of the BACP) is going to be extending her invaluable support services again to work with parents and carers. Mrs Lattimer will offer a block of 5x45 minute support sessions on Monday mornings, which will look at:




Anxieties

Worries created due to the impact of Covid

How to manage self-wellbeing and any concerns about your child, such as behaviour.

These sessions will be free of charge. If you are interested, please send a brief email asap to:
admin1@westlea.swindon.sch.uk

Holiday Advice … from a child …
During the transition session, I supported the new Y5/6 class. One of the children explained that they were not
permitted to use electronic devices after 5.30pm because ‘it stops me getting riled up before bedtime’. Some excellent advice to all of the children during the holidays!

Wellbeing Tip
Pause for Reflection
As we approach the end of another academic year, it is useful to spend some time reflecting on the past year,
whilst also thinking about what the coming year may bring us. Practicing reflection is one of the best ways to shift
our mindset, increase positivity, and discover a greater understanding of ourselves. The past year and a half has
been difficult for many of us; having to deal with lockdowns, uncertainty, stress and loss. However, it was also a
time where we could re-assess our lives and consider any changes we want to make to improve our overall wellbeing. Here are some examples of what you might like to reflect on:
· Challenges I faced over the last year and how I overcame them
· New skills/games/activities I learnt and how they helped me
· Different ways I learnt to connect with friends/family
· Positive things I discovered about myself and how I like to cope
· Any goals/aspirations I want to set myself for the year ahead

WESTLEA by Emily in Y4
W – wonderful
E – enjoyable
S – super
T – tremendous
L – lively
E equal
A – altogether

Have a great weekend everyone.
Enjoy the sun

